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About This Game

The official FORMULA ONE™ game returns with new circuits, split-screen and co-op Championship modes plus all the cars
and stars from the 2011 season. Debut ahead of the drivers at India’s Buddh International Circuit, race the iconic Nürburgring
circuit for the first time in High Definition and take on Abu Dhabi with a spectacular new day night transition. Use KERS and

DRS to blast past rivals and race wheel-to-wheel against Lewis Hamilton, Fernando Alonso and Sebastian Vettel. Go from
Rookie to 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE DRIVERS’ WORLD CHAMPION in career mode, set your best lap in Time Attack or
test yourself online against 16 players plus 8 AI to simulate a full 24 car grid. Off track, become immersed in the world’s most

glamorous sport with enhanced media interaction, expanded Paddock, new Parc Ferme area and celebration animations. F1
2011™ - be the driver, live the life – go compete!

Key Features

The sequel to the BAFTA award winning 2millon+ seller F1 2010™

Go compete in split-screen, co-op Championships and online against 16 players plus 8 AI to simulate full 24 car grids

Features all the stars, cars and circuits from the 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP™

Debut ahead of the drivers at India’s Buddh circuit and take on the Nürburgring for the first time in High Definition in a
FORMULA ONE game
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Use KERS and DRS for new attack and defence options – blast past rivals and defend your line

Be the Drive, live the life – new Parc Ferme area, enhanced media interactions, new celebrations and more immerse you
in the world’s most exciting sport.

Race wheel-to-wheel with stars like Sebastian Vettel, Lewis Hamilton and Fernando Alonso

Go from Rookie to 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE DRIVERS’ WORLD CHAMPION in career mode or take on quick fire
modes including Time Attack.

Features new Pirelli tires, flashback and new authentic engine damage
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Title: F1 2011
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters Birmingham
Publisher:
Codemasters
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2GB Ram

Graphics: GeForce 7800/Radeon X1800 or higher

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive:12.5 GB HD space

Sound: DirectX Compatible Soundcard or onboard audio

Other Requirements: Online play requires log-in to Games For Windows - Live. Click here for a list of countries/regions with
service.
Network Requirements:

Broadband internet connection required (512kbps+ recommended)

TCP/IP Network
Supported Graphics Cards:

ATI Radeon x1800, x1900, x1950, HD2400, HD2600, HD2900, HD3XXX Series, HD4XXX Series, HD5XXX Series,
HD6XXX Series

NVIDIA Geforce 7800, 7900, 7950, 7950Gx2, 8400, 8600, 8800, 9600, 9800, 9800Gx2, GeForce 210, GT220, GTS250,
GTX2XX Series, GTX4XX Series, GTX5XX Series

Not compatible with all integrated sound/graphics solutions (inc. laptops).

English,German,French,Italian
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Nice little indie tactical indie RPG with a compelling story and interesting mechanics. Got the 3 games in one bundle on a
Steam sale. Definitely worth the money. I'm a big fan of Battle Brothers and this game is a nice alternative to BB, but with a
story line.. Yes! Yes! Yes!. I miss playing Sacred, but this version crashes my PC so hard I need to restore a backup.
Inexcusable. Until\/unless the serious issues running this game on current Windows can be addressed, I must advise you avoid
this classic.. Had a blast playing this with friends. Had to switch players for the cookies XD. I have only read the story up to
fifth chapter and I can already tell this will be well worth the money.

The writing is witty and interesting, combat is well described and.. so far, I haven't skipped a word written, which is borderline a
miracle considering I always skip segments when I read, even on " masterpiece" books and story games ( like planescape).

I even had to stop reading for about minute when I couldn't stop lauhing at certain insult scene, something I don't remember
doing due a written story for a long while.

Only reason I write this review early ( just hour or so reading) is because someone labeled the ( so far) best written text\/story
adventure book ( I have read) a negative review just because he didn't read the shop description and was dissapointed due lack
of graphics.

This interactive novel doesn't deserve that label, stuff like that hurts an author that has put out a genuinely fun to read story at
ridiculously cheap price considering the amount of re-readability it has.

Update : The story milds down bit in the end and there are lot less meaningful choises I had hoped, some events that
can seem shocking ( start from beginning level shocking), are scripted and can't be avoided, which is bit dissapointing.

Overal I still recommend it, worth the price.
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Geez, this reminded me of how Valve GUI's used to be.

PROS: This game still controls quite well, holding a sense of realism in the classic WWII shooter feel. You feel as powerful as
you do brittle, giving a good balance in multiplayer matches. The controls have weight to them, making it so jumping about is
often a poor choice. The official maps have different paths, some even through the buildings that provide additional paths to the
objectives.

CONS: The stiff bit of weight in the controls may be a bit of a downside for some people. The biggest con, though, is the lack
of game modes. This makes it so many of the maps do feel a little samey, but that's always a hiccup with some online games.
The game also lacks any story, keeping the game to online only.

ACHIEVEMENTS: Mostly grind based, they aren't really that difficult to go through. A few situational based ones can
eventually be gotten if one runs into them mid game, but the grind based require 150-500 kills with each weapon, 1000 kills per
class, and 5000 kills per team.

FINAL: This game can still be fun if one is looking for a classic WWII multiplayer shooter. Though it has been outclassed, Day
of Defeat: Source still is a solid and enjoyable game with an active player base. Give it a try if you'd like to see how Valve
Source shooters used to be.. Hm, it's good, perfect for killing time or if you are looking for something short but interesting.
The Good:
 - Nice art.
 - Good music.
 - Lu Bu.
 - Her voice.
The Bad:
 - No collection mode to view what costume you have unlocked.
 - Not many special events that unlock on certain condition.
 - No template to save what you have chose for the day in case you want to repeat your choice.
P.s: Thanks devs, this is a nice game and I wouldn't mind if there are some dlc released for it.. BIOS: BIOS is a faced paced
racing-shooter which you will have countless hours into this game and still have fun! yes the main menu music gets a bit
annoying after awhile but hey its an early access game and yes you will think u seen the same lvl think again it will change on
harder diffuculties :D and there will be more guns, customization and stuff in the future but for now its a great game i got a
friend of mine of a stream 2 check it out and he is having a ton of fun playin it.. also this game gets constant fluent updates and
this game is very well optimized its funny how most games arent optimized but sum early access games are lol goodbye
goodluck and all in all just have fun! :D Public Inception Signing Off.. The music is great.

The UI, the music and the artwork combine to give the game a dark and weird atmosphere. I actually quite like the pixelly art
style too.

Having hexagons instead of the usual squares for this kind of game makes for a nice little twist.

The deal-breaker is that I completed the game in about half an hour and do not feel I have any reason to return to the game.

I think this idea could be very successfull and I urge the developer to expand the game with more content.

As it is a game this short just isn't worth my money and I can't recommend it.. this is not such a bad game, i have only played it
once - there are multiple endings based on your decisions, i got the worst ending while i though i have done all the right
decisions. that is sick :-) the game is worth the price if you are interested in story driven short little games.. Serious?
I took two hours and you tell me please help me you are the only one who i can trust
and over
i dont think it sell like 48 yuan
half its enough for this content
but im still interested about story
so i really want to play Vol.2. I would recommend this. You only need about 30 minutes to reach max lvl 50 with her. Also her
ultimate attack seems to be the strongest in the whole game.. I love this game
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. This is really what I was looking for, I always loved 3D Realms shooters back in the day. Thanks making another one! Some
games made with Build Engine don't play well with mouse look and wide screen but this one does fine. Good level design, bullet
hell, massive gore, weird humor and the key cards.
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